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1. What were the actions 
from the European 
Commission so far?



2. When force majeure is 
applied, can students 
resume their studies at 
the host institution later?



3. When force majeure is applied, 
studies are terminated and the 
student goes back home, can they 
receive the full grant to cover their 
extraordinary expenses?



4. Can the students go back home 
without applying the force majeure 
(without cancelling the study) and 
be enrolled online at the host 
institutions (if online provision is 
available?)



5. Will the online enrollment be 
recognised in the frames of the 
learning agreement by the home 
institution? How can we ensure that 
students receive the ECTS?



6. If the host institution will require 
mobile students to travel back for 
exams, how can this be made 
possible through the erasmus 
program?



7. Would the European Commission, 
responsible for this program, abolish this ECTS 
requirement, so students will have more flexible 
solutions to pass current academic semester? 
Currently, they are not sure if they can keep the 
money they already received, or if should they 
stay at a hosting university while the remote 
learning courses have not started yet.



8. If due to COVID19 the mobility is 
cancelled (in the application phase 
when students are already 
nominated to go for mobility at 
some point soon), should the 
students apply next semester 
again?



9. Is it possible for students to start 
their Erasmus programs, if their 
host institutions are offering online 
learning now due to covid19 as a 
substitute to the traditional 
learning?



10. Some students are finishing their Erasmus short mobility 
experiences during this period of lockdown, while their flights 
back home are being cancelled as well as valid visas expire. So 
students end up in a foreign country with no visa and no 
financial support. We believe that the National agencies can't 
solve this issue since it's up to the governments to issue visas, 
as well as it's not up to NEOs to provide additional grants. What 
are the actions of the Commission in this case? Do you collect 
such cases from countries? Can you issue letters to the Foreign 
affairs ministries and embassies?



11. Given that the European Commission shifts responsibility 
on National Agencies to decide and create a strategy for 
Erasmus+ in each country (in case of COVID-19), we need to 
know if the Commission intends to issue specific 
recommendations which should be followed by these 
agencies? Leaving decisions to national agencies can lead to 
chaos because of different solutions that would apply to 
students of the same hoisting institution. Does the EC 
analyse the most common and burning problems (those 
related to financing, settlement of the stay, recognition of 
mobility credits) and establish recommendations?



12. If a mobility is interrupted due to covid, 
will those months spent in Erasmus be 
counted as months spent abroad? (since 
there exists a limit of the 12 months limit of 
mobility per academic cycle)










